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THE PRESENT AND FUTURE

Welcome to The Present and the Future – the meticulous selection of the Best Interior Designers of 2017 - the renowned and the 
emerging, both passionate and geniuses.  Today and Tomorrow simultaneously in one place, sharing taste and expertise in this 

second special feature of Coveted Collection Magazine.

Coveted Magazine in cooperation with Covet House Group accepted the challenge and returns with this special selection of the 
personalities in the most creative and innovative industry, the interior design world. With the contribution of four luxury brands, 
Koket, Brabbu and Delightfull and special attention of Boca do Lobo, we are proud to present you the interior designers considered 

as world’s references of 2017.

The Present and Future – Best Interior Designers 2017 will present you the giants of Hospitality and the Geniuses of Residential 
projects, both capable of telling us stories of who we are and where we want to be.

A collection of what we love the most in the Magical World of Interiors. 

The Present and the Future belongs to the ones who think differently, the artists, inventors, storyteller-creatives, “right brain” 
thinkers, the passionate and the ones able to capture the spirit of their customers and the essence of spaces. As the main goal of an 

interior designer is to listen, to observe, to understand, to empathise and finally to make the invisible visible. 
 Our mission is to honour them with honesty and dedication.

WHO ARE WE?
Covet House Group mission is to encourage brands, products and professionals to work together with one single purpose: to boost 
inspirations around the world. Coveted Magazine and Covet House share the same dream to gather the greatest thinkers, practi-

tioners, retailers, design lovers for the greatest celebration of design.

Boca do Lobo (part of Covet House Group) has changed and grown since their inception, but their original values are fundamental 
to their being and will forever remain present.  They perfectly comprehend that each project is an exclusive emotional experience, a 

sense of belonging and a state of mind. 
In this second special selection, Boca do Lobo had a great support from the designers of Delightfull, Koket and Brabbu to select the 

best projects of hospitality and residential of 2017 among the thousand professionals. 

Coveted Magazine mission, as the ultimate luxury and Design source news, is to go reporting news. International and Top Design-
ers, opinion leaders, share the secrets of their work and express the different points of view about the design world.

So we do hope that you get enthusiastic and inspired from our selection,... 

2017
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SIMEONE DEARY DESIGN
USA
Simeone Deary Design Group is an award-winning interior design firm 
with a distinct artistic perspective to create provocative spaces evoking 
imagination and conversation. Located on the Magnificent Mile in 
Chicago’s Gold Coast, Simeone Deary Design Group has a team of 50 
who develop timeless environments and concepts for the hospitality 
industry including hotels, spas and restaurants, as well as high-end 
residential clients throughout the United States and abroad. Simeone 
Deary Design Group’s philosophy rests solely on the belief that there 
is no substitute for great design.  Uncompromised artistry is the core 
mission of the firm and although the mediums may differ, adherence to 
developing a conceptual vision for each project serves as a driving force 
in everything they create.
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TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



GILLES BOISSIER
France
Patrick Gilles and Dorothée Boissier are opposites that attract. 
Joyfully engaged in constant, creative disagreement, they find inspiration: more, it’s precisely this ceaseless game of verbal 
and mental ping-pong that gives form to their ideas. Partners in life and in design, each one has a specific role and style, but 
together they form a unified whole. If strict lines and a distinctive taste for fine woods can be attributed to Patrick Gilles, 
Dorothée, on her end, has a way with spatial fluidity, colours and intuitive elegance. It is this distinctive approach that has 
paved their road to success, with commissions all over the world.
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TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //

OITOEMPONTO
Portugal
 Emerged in 1993 from the perfect alchemy between two strikingly 
different but terribly complementary personalities. It is almost the ideal 
success story. With Artur Miranda’s experience of the world of fashion 
and design, he sets himself apart by his decidedly modern vision of 
decoration, a clearly marked desire to break the established codes and 
dare the most unexpected combinations, while at the same time fostering 
and developing an innate sense of colour. Jacques Bec brings to the duo 
a refreshing enthusiasm and the French touch, as well as the precious 
know-how acquired during his studies at the Met de Penninghen graphic 
arts school in Paris. Together, the two designers have already created 
sublime décors for dozens of lucky people. Each production is the fruit 
of long hours of coordination, during which the lifestyle of the client is 
examined in minute detail in order to create an optimum match for their 
needs and wishes. 



RICHMOND INTERIORS 
United Kingdom
They have designed some of the world’s most prestigious hotels, in 
locations from London to Barbados, since they were established in 1966. 
They refurbish, restore and create for their clients, who range from 
multinational brands to independent owners. They have won awards 
and accolades but what drives them most is a desire to design hotels 
that are authentic, intelligent and inspiring. Richmond International 
creates a series of visually connected spaces, whose aesthetic combines 
the characteristics of simplicity, minimalism and functionality with the 
luxury standards expected. 
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TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



AB CONCEPT
Hong Kong
AB Concept has earned a reputation as the design firm of choice for 
the world’s leading hoteliers, luxury developers, and premium restaurant 
operators. Based in Hong Kong with an office in Bangkok and Taipei, 
the company is led by co-founders Ed Ng and Terence Ngan. AB 
Concept is widely regarded as one of the most innovative, integrated 
and internationally acclaimed design studios in Asia. Founded in 1999 by 
Ed Ng and Terence Ngan, AB Concept combines architectural precision 
with bespoke craftsmanship to create projects of enduring quality for 
a list of leading developers, luxury hotel companies, restaurateurs and 
individuals around the world.
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CovetED Magazine: When you remember your first project, 
you feel?
AB Concept: Well I remember telling myself, “Finally! I’ve de-
signed something with my name on it.”

CM: One quality your team members must have?
AB Concept:  Our team members must have the quality of being 
a storyteller, who is versatile.

CM: The first thing that catches your eye when you enter into a 
room (empty or not)? 
AB Concept:  The ceiling height always catches my attention.

CM: What your home says about you?
AB Concept: Quality, quality, quality. I want to go home where 
I feel comfortable and don’t need to worry about a single thing.

CM: Do you have an idol? How do you feel being someone’s idol?
AB Concept: I don’t have an idol, per se, but anyone who thinks 
differently than I would is considered a mentor to me. 
Those who make a significant influence to the way of living are 
always people I look to for inspiration and to enrich my vision.

CM: How Arts & Crafts and Advanced technology will live to-
gether?
AB Concept:  The more advanced technology becomes, the more 
we come back to the genuine human touch of it.

COMPLETE THE PHRASE:
I can’t work without my… pencil and paper.
Blank sheet for me is…the beginning.
Most inspiring Museum/ Gallery for you? London’s Tate Modern.
What Your Favorite Piece Of Clothing Says About You…Quality stays 
and style goes.
When I revisit my childhood home I remember ….the green and white 
ceramic floor tiles.
If I wasn’t architect/ interior designer , I would be…bored to tears 
everyday.
The Oscar for the best Scenario in a movie goes to… Brazil by Terry 
Gilliam.
Less is more …or more is more? Less is more.
I get uninspired when…I’m hungry.

“Those who make a significant 
influence to the way of living are 
always people I look to for inspiration 
and to enrich my vision.”

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



SHH LONDON
United Kingdom
Founded in 1991 by David Spence, Graham Harris and Neil Hogan, SHH is an internationally acclaimed, award winning 
Chartered Architecture and Interior Design practice based in West London that is dedicated to creating world-class projects 
with integrity, intelligence and flair.
Creating elegant spaces, brimming with personality, each project is an opportunity to create something astonishing and unique. 
Whether it’s a striking new-build home for an international client or hospitality suites in a legendary sporting event, a project’s 
starting point is always the client.
“The company’s ethos is to create spaces that are elegant, comfortable, functional and fun for all who use them.”
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TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



LYONS KELLY
Ireland 
LyonsKelly was founded by architect John Kelly and interior designer 
Eoin Lyons. The practice offers architecture and interior design as a single 
integrated vision. Eoin Lyons (interior designer) and John Kelly (architect) 
have joined forces to become Lyons Kelly, a company that offers their 
combined services as a package.
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KRIS TURNBULL 
United Kingdom
Kris Turnbull Studios showcases the finest furniture, most luxurious fabrics 
and opulent interior collections from around the world in a selection of 
lifestyle rooms. Established in 2007 Kris Turnbull and his extremely talented 
team are renowned for being one of the most desirable and esteemed design 
studios in the UK and throughout Europe.

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



TIHANY DESIGN 
USA
Known for creating hotel and dining interiors at some of the most iconic and luxurious properties around the globe, 
Tihany Design’s sophisticated, often groundbreaking designs are custom-tailored to fit the vision of the client and stay 
true to their location. Widely regarded as the world’s preeminent hospitality designer, Adam D. Tihany has created hotel 
and dining interiors at some of the most iconic and luxurious properties around the globe. 
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TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



HOK’s mission is to deliver exceptional design ideas and solutions 
for their clients through the creative blending of human need, 
environmental stewardship, value creation, science and art.
Hok design solutions result from a collaborative process that 
encourages multidisciplinary professional teams to research 
alternatives, share knowledge and imagine new ways to solve the 
challenges of the built environment.

HOK
USA
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Karen Howes builds her successful design practice according to a specific vi-
sion: a positive, approachable and refreshing energy that not only produces 
great work but also ensures that clients enjoy the whole experience. Private 
clients, hoteliers and property developers flock there not just for the com-
prehensive design service, but also for the Taylor Howes brand of restrained 
glamour. Thanks to a dedicated team of talented and very approachable de-
signers, the practice has grown into one of the most successful companies in 
its field, carving a unique niche, whose impeccable design consistently meets 
expectation. Undoubtedly, Taylor Howes is one of the best luxury interior 
design studios providing a comprehensive service for private clients, property 
developers and hoteliers.

TAYLOR HOWES
United Kingdom
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PTANG STUDIO LTD
Hong Kong

Ptang Studio Limited was established in 1997 and engages in a diverse 
scope of projects. Their philosophy is modest and getting to basics is 
what they believe in. They create spaces bringing out clients the most 
comfortable atmosphere by understanding their individual preferences.  
Seeking for the finest quality and innovations, developing a fresh and 
unique style that transcends existing boundaries and widens the horizon 
of design in the visionary future is their aim.  Established in 1999, Ptang 
Studio Limited quickly became one of the best architectural and interior 
design companies.
CovetED Magazine: When you remember your first project, 
you feel?
Brian Ip:  Looking back a couple of years ago, when I did my first 
project, I remember I was full of excitement, happiness,
but also dread at the same time. The project meant a new page 
for possibilities and challenges, which I
looked forward to.

CM: One quality your team members must have?
Brian Ip: One quality your team members must have.Smartness - 
meaning they must be sensitive, creative, and proactive.

COMPLETE THE PHRASE:
I can’t work without my… Coffee.
Blank sheet for me is… The origin of creation.
Most inspiring Museum/ Gallery for you? London’s Tate Modern.
What Your Favorite Piece Of Clothing Says About You…Quality stays 
and style goes.
When I revisit my childhood home I remember/feel ….My childhood 
home was a huge siheyuan, where my clan gathered. It was so big that I 
even got lost! It’s a place full of memories but it was demolished. 
3I am grateful to have loads of memories there but also regret to see the 
inevitability of development.
If I wasn’t architect/ interior designer , I would be…A fashion designer!
I get uninspired when/ by… I feel stuck when I am tired but new ideas 
usually pop up during the shower - the most relaxing moment of the day.

CM: The first thing that catches your eye when you enter into a 
room (empty or not)? 
Brian Ip:Whether or not the room is empty, lighting, both natu-
ral and artificial, always draws my attention first,because it has 
an important influence on the spatial quality as a whole.

CM: What does your home say about you?
Brian Ip:  It is stylish and energetic, tasteful and subtle.

Brian Ip
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TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //

PTANG STUDIO LTD
Philip Tang 

CovetED Magazine: When you remember your first project, 
you feel?
Philip: My first interior design project was the design of my 
friend’s home. I managed to achieve a surprisingly
good design with a very low budget given. It not only impressed 
my friend but also the press. The success
of this project actually led to the start of my company. Now I 
still remember the joy and satisfaction I had at
that time.

CM: One quality your team members must have?
Philip: One quality your team members must have...Playfulness. 
Because design shouldn’t be bound by anything. Any rules or re-
strictions would bring conventional design without characters.

CM: The first thing that catches your eye when you enter into a 
room (empty or not)? 
Philip: Spatial quality. I am fond of a spacious interior. That’s why 
I often wish to work on projects with a high ceiling.
The relationship between exterior and interior is also important 
when it comes to good spatial quality.

CM: The first thing that catches your eye when you enter into a 
room (empty or not)? 
Philip: Spatial quality. I am fond of a spacious interior. That’s why 
I often wish to work on projects with a high ceiling.
The relationship between exterior and interior is also important 
when it comes to good spatial quality.

CM: Do you have an idol? How do you feel being someone’s idol?
Philip: Zaha Hadid was my idol when I first graduated. I found 
her unique way of thinking very admirable.
I have never been someone’s idol because I am just an ordinary per-
son. But I guess I would be quite happy
if someone ever admires me.

COMPLETE THE PHRASE:
I can’t work without my… Tea.
Most inspiring Museum/ Gallery for you? Tate Modern, London. The 
conversion of the building makes the gallery an untraditional one. It is 
interesting to see how the contrast between old and new gives dyna-
mism and energy to space. The architecture itself is a masterpiece!
What Your Favorite Piece Of Clothing Says About You…A pair of com-
fy sneakers because it is not traditional and I would prefer doing some-
thing casual and comfortable.
When I revisit my childhood home I remember/feel …. One unforget-
table thing from my childhood was the first time I witnessed chicken 
giving birth at my grandma’s place. I was amazed to see how simple but 
magical nature is.
If I wasn’t architect/ interior designer , I would be… A chef. Because my 
parents and grandparents ran restaurants. Growing up in such context 
nurtured my interests and talents in cooking.
Less is more… or more is more?…Less is more, for everything, especially 
design. Using the least to achieve the most means a powerful
design. To the contrary, it’s hard to catch people’s attention when there 
is too much and too complicated.

I get uninspired when/ by… I get uninspired when it’s too crowded or 
when I’m in a rush.



CANDY AND CANDY BLACKSHEEP
United Kingdom United Kingdom
Nicholas Anthony Christopher Candy and Christian Peter Candy are 
British luxury property developers. The range of design styles is virtu-
ally unlimited. In fact, the Candy & Candy designers are very proud of 
not having a House Style since this enables designs to be individually 
tailored to each client’s projects.

The design studio is specialised in delivering a complete guest experience 
through a multidisciplinary approach. Making these decisions takes 
plenty of conversation, a discerning approach, intuition and integrity. 
This, combined with the tastes and talents of everyone involved, have 
contributed to create the voice of the Blacksheep brand. Blacksheep 
should represent something unique to each and every client.

Foster + Partners is one of the most innovative architectures and integrated 
design practices in the world. Over the past four decades, the practice has 
pioneered a sustainable approach to architecture through a strikingly wide 
range of work, from urban masterplans, public infrastructure, airports, 
civic and cultural buildings, offices and workplaces to private houses and 
product design.

Helen Green Design is one of Britain’s leading interior design practices, 
known for its liveable yet luxurious interiors. The dynamic studio has 
an international portfolio spanning listed townhouses in Belgravia and 
country homes in Sussex to hotels in the Caribbean and has established 
a reputation for creating elegant, luxurious interiors for private clients 
as well as prestigious developments.

United Kingdom
FOSTER & PARTNERS HELEN GREEN

United Kingdom
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TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //

JOYCE WANG
United Kingdom
Hong Kong-born designer Joyce Wang is certainly one of the most successful 
designers in the world. Her honest and unique attention to details make 
her one of the most respected interior designers internationally. With 
offices in Hong Kong and London, Joyce Wang’s eponymous studio has 
earned international acclaim and an impressive global portfolio in just a 
few short years. Specialising in luxury hospitality and residential design, 
Wang’s architectural approach, interdisciplinary academic pedigree, and 
cinematic inspirations give her award-winning projects a sense of drama 
that captivates and engage audiences. 



FRANÇOIS CATROUX
France
François Catroux burst onto the Paris scene in the middle of the 1960s, when he settled here after ten years of constant 
travelling. Currently, the Paris-based interior designer’s client list is not the longest, but it is one of the best in the 
business of interior architecture. 
François Catroux constantly reinvents his interiors and that is why so many people go to his projects for interior design 
inspiration. His trademark for modern interior design is mostly the result of being confronted with old, crumbling 
interiors. But when there are antiques and fine objects, Catroux designs around them with great care.
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TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



PETER MIKIC
United Kingdom
Peter Mikic is a London based interior designer, originally from Australia. Over his many years of experience in fashion and 
interiors, Peter has gained an in-depth knowledge of materials, product design and detailing. Projects range from private houses, 
yachts and private jets, both in the UK and abroad.  Having worked for a number of fashion designers, he then moved into 
interiors in 2006. Peter has since been featured in AD Collector Top 100, House and Garden Top 100 and top interior designers 
in Elle Decoration. Projects range from private houses, yachts and private jets both in the UK and abroad. Peter is a versatile 
designer who understands space, movement and development. 
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Fiona Barratt Interiors was formed in 2006, Fiona Barratt Interiors has 
grown into a successful and vibrant interior design business. The studio 
works on luxury residential and commercial projects internationally. Its 
success is born from the dedication and experience of a talented team, who 
work closely with their clients from concept to completion, delivering an 
exemplary service.

FIONA BARRATT
United Kingdom

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //
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Studio Full House Design is a joint project created by Pavel Ivanov 
and Maria Ivanova-Sorokina – a family creative union that embodies a 
combination of masculine and feminine approach to design, rationality, 
and creativity.  It’s the creative synergy and the integration of different 
approaches to the design that allows the pair to go for bold decisions.

Didier Gomez began his career as an opera singer before branching out 
into the world of interior and product design in 1985 with his association 
and with the architect JJ Ory. His expertise is highly acclaimed. Winner of 
numerous design awards, he has designed boutiques, large stores, restau-
rants, apartments, houses and head offices all over the world. 

Russia
FULL HOUSE DESIGN

DIDIER GOMEZ
France

FOX LINTON
United Kingdom
Headed by director Dennis Irvine since 2000, the studio continues to 
thrive with a core team of 20 specialists at its W1 design studio. Mary 
Fox Linton, who founded the practice in the Seventies, works as an 
ambassador, ensuring its heritage is upheld.  The studio works across 
a broad spectrum of commissions, from high-end private homes to 
established hotel brands such as the Dorchester Collection and Raffles.
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JESSICA HELGERSON
USA
Jessica Helgerson mission is to create thoughtful, beautiful interiors 
that meet our clients’ aesthetic, functional, and economic goals while 
honouring and celebrating the buildings that contain them. Her 
perspective is informed by a respect for historical architecture coupled 
with an appreciation of the playfulness and brightness of modern design.

STEVEN G
USA
Based near Miami, Interiors by Steven G.’s high-end interior designer stu-
dio has created astonishing projects throughout the United States and 
across the world. Interiors by Steven G. is a full-service interior design 
firm founded in 1983.  Elegance and Sophistication are the inspiration 
behind every residence created by interior designer Steven G. Thirty-six 
years of designing for high-end projects, Steven G. has a natural flare for 
reading exactly what every client wants and desires. Members of his team 
are available 24/7, allowing clients who live out of the country to have 
communication at their convenience. The company’s motto has always 
been: listen to client’s wants, needs and desires. It’s all about the client, 
each and every one, no matter what the size of the project.

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



STUDIO MUNGE 
Canada
Established in 1997, the Toronto-based Studio Munge’s work is 
represented in major cities around the world. Their outstanding Projects 
are a result of their passionate and inspiring work. Their inquisitive nature 
and quest for the perfect solution has propelled Studio Munge onto the 
international stage. Through the years, they formed partnerships with 
a global roster of top hospitality brands, condominium and residential 
developers, and architects. Their inspiration is to co-create with world-
renowned chefs and restaurateurs, forward-thinking developers and 
iconic hotel brands – whether our clients are building in Las Vegas, 
Miami, Beijing or Shanghai.
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DIMORE STUDIO
Italy  
American Britt Moran and Italian Emiliano Salci, invested in their individ-
ual experience with the profession and study of Design, Art and Fashion, 
and founded Dimore Studio in 2003. They have designed and carried out 
timeless visuals and emotional project. Their research is focused on details 
that make every creation, sign, proposal, suggestion, innovation and refer-
ence simple, albeit sophisticated. A language inspired by a set of emotional 
alchemies made of unexpected choices, preservation, inventions, apprecia-
tion of prints, lights, lacquers and oxidations. An uncensored aesthetic, in 
which each item has its own power and expressive “raison d’être”, while 
representing a part of the ensemble as the protagonist. Dimore Studio
interprets memories and creates dreams. Dimore Studio crosses the 
boundaries between art and design, fashion and architecture.

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //
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KATHARINE POOLEY
United Kingdom
Katharine Pooley creates incredible luxurious inspiring residential and commercial projects for the most discerning clients. 
Her refined yet eclectic aesthetic has earned her a position as one of the most sought-after interior designers in London.
An innate sense of adventure has defined Katharine’s life and shaped her design philosophy. 
Katharine is an intrepid traveller and has visited more than 150 countries making dreams become a reality in each one of 
her projects.
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TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //

KELLY HOPPEN
United Kingdom
The worldwide recognized interior designer has a very successful career 
and is one of the biggest names of Interior Design worldwide. 
The Jewish and Irish descent artist designs are not only focused in 
hospitality or residential but also in stunning yachts of private clients, as 
well in commercial projects all around the world, including restaurants, 
offices and aircraft.



KELLY WEARSTLER
USA
Kelly Wearstler Studio has grown from a boutique interior design firm to a 
global lifestyle brand. Driven by the signature aesthetic and idiosyncratic 
spirit of its creator and namesake, the Los Angeles-based company boasts 
a diverse range of modalities, taking an all-encompassing approach to 
design that includes everything from residential and commercial. 
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ALBERTO PINTO
France
Alberto Pinto, under the direction of Linda Pinto and a strong team of 80 employees, perpetuates rigorously what made the 
success of the master. Eclecticism, luxury details and refinement are always  the key words when it comes to creating universes 
for its prestigious customers around the world: private residences, office buildings, airports, hotels, yachts and private jets. 

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //
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YABU PUSHELBERG 
Canada
Yabu Pushelberg, the international design company with studios in 
Toronto, SoHo, and New York, was founded in 1980 by Glenn Pushel-
berg and George Yabu. The teams are focused on the design and project 
management of personnel specialized in interiors, furniture and product 
design, for the hospitality and retail industries. The company also does 
residential projects. George and Glenn‘s partnership is peerless, and their 
innate creative abilities have made them thought leaders in the design 
world. Dedicated to delivering the unexpected, they constantly shift vi-
sual paradigms with each completed project and the final result eliciting 
an emotional resonance in the user.
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BILHUBER AND ASSOCIATES 
USA
Jeffrey Bilhuber has a uniquely American perspective that breathes new 
life into tradition with a confirmed understanding of modern sensibili-
ties. He mixes periods and design ideas with a confidence and instinctive 
style, whose rules are self-evident: practicality and sheer beauty.
Jeffrey Bilhuber takes his design cues from understanding the impor-
tance of history while optimistically looking towards the future. 
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Interior Designer Darryl Carter left a successful law career to pursue his 
love for design, a passion he has since exercised in spare, elemental rooms 
- as well as in his lighting collection for the Urban Electric Co., paints for 
Benjamin Moore, and his namesake Washington, D.C., shop. Signature 
style is a nuanced neutral palette, fanciful antique and vintage finds, and 
dramatic juxtapositions of scale.

USA
DARRYL CARTER 

DAVID CARTER DESIGN 
United Kingdom
Carter is a London based interior designer, who works principally on high-
end residential projects both in the UK and abroad. Carter doesn’t like 
labels. His signature style might loosely be described as ‘contemporary 
classic’, but what all this really means is that he loves mixing old and 
new. Carter’s unique vision and the haunting beauty of his interiors 
have always attracted a huge amount of coverage in the world’s most 
influential design magazines. Internationally he’s acclaimed for his 
eclectic style, which is both theatrical, luxurious and witty. Despite 
having no formal training in design, he rose to fame when his former flat 
in nearby Islington was featured on the front cover of World of Interiors 
and the founding editor, Min Hogg, contacted him, promising to feature 
any future projects he worked on.

STEPHEN SILLS  
USA 
Stephen Sills is an interior designer that transforms interiors into 
timeless spaces with a unique and modern living ambience. He is all 
about architecture, function, and history of the space, in which he likes 
to embrace the spirit of the client. Also, Stephen mixes his modern style 
with a classic twist and that is what turns spaces into beautiful projects. 
He approaches every project with sensitivity to the architecture, function, 
and history of the space, enriching the vision of the client. With a fresh 
approach to classicism, Sills brings together furnishings that span four 
centuries and innovative choices of surfaces, textures, and colours. Stephen 
Sills was featured, many times, in internationally known top interior 
design magazines like Architectural Digest, Elle Decor and Mezonin.

Event planner, interior designer and bon vivant, Ken Fulk is a master of 
manoeuvring between the various spheres of San Francisco society, from 
blue blood to newly minted Silicon Valley tech titans and beyond. He 
knows intimately how today’s high-tech masters of the universe look for 
when it comes to their homes - and what they’re looking for isn’t neces-
sarily the newest gadgets or the latest fads. 

KEN FULK
USA

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



INDIA MAHDAVI 
France
India Mahdavi studio is known for the diversity of its international projects. The interiors she creates are elegant, fluid, 
and reflect the essence of their location. Mahdavi has become an exclusive brand, offering a complete philosophy, based 
on a special vocabulary: high-end, joyful, nomadic, chic, elegant, ‘art de Vivre’.  
She is the reigning queen of colour.
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INGRAO 
USA
Anthony Ingrao is an internationally acclaimed architecture and design firm established in 1982 and based in the New 
York City. Her partners with Randy Kemper in design and is assisted by 36 designers and architects. 
With projects all over the world, Ingrao has not only redefined the world of the modern luxury but has also become a 
name synonymous with refinement, quality and unique style.   
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Jacques Grange is known for his exquisite style, characterized by a 
harmony between traditional and contemporary tastes. Grange is one 
of the very few interior designers who received strict, classical education 
in the field. He decorated and designed interiors for some of the most 
respected personalities and tastemakers. His main customers included 
Yves Saint Laurent and Pierre Bergé, for whom he decorated the Château 
Gabriel, in Benerville-Sur-Mer.

Charles Zana has shared his taste and expertise in the most beautiful res-
idential and public interiors around the world. In two decades, the archi-
tect, a graduate of the Beaux-Arts de Paris, has found his voice, forging his 
style and axes of influence on the lookout for discerning clients, demand-
ing a unique vision. This vision is above all that of a lover of art, passionate 
about design, who speaks like an extract from key teachings.

France

CHARLES ZANA 
France

YOO
United Kingdom
Yoo is a pioneering vision for living and the result of a partnership be-
tween property entrepreneur John Hitchcox and the ubiquitous design-
er, Philippe Starck.
Since 1999, YOO has worked with international developers, designing 
landmark residential and hotel projects throughout Asia, Australia, Eu-
rope, Africa, North and South America and the Middle East.

JACQUES GRANGE

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



JEAN-LOUIS DENIOT 
France

Jean-Louis Deniot décors are his playground, spaces in which spontaneity 
and magic are de rigueur. 
Recognised worldwide for his eclectic and emblematic interiors, he plays 
in a multiplicity of repertoires, never sticking to the purity of style, 
rather letting his academic training translate into a vocabulary that is 
both informal and bold. Minimalism is not for Jean-Louis Deniot as 
neither is excess.
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FRANCIS SULTANA 
United Kingdom
Francis Sultana is a furniture and interior designer based in London with an international client base covering Europe 
& Russia, USA and Asia. Sultana is the favoured designer of many of the world’s biggest art patrons, drawn to his use 
of noble materials, fine craftsmanship and luxurious finishes. Francis works across both residential and commercial 
interior projects. Francis’s work honours his most favoured periods of the 1920s and 1930s with influences from the 
natural world. His work comprises cabinetry, tables, upholstery and lighting, combining classic lines and materials 
with a contemporary and sophisticated vision for the modern interior. His unique style makes him one of the world’s 
top interior designers.
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PETER MARINO 
USA
Peter Marino, one of the top interior designers in the world, is the prin-
cipal of Peter Marino Architect PLLC, an internationally acclaimed ar-
chitecture, planning and design firm founded in 1978 and based in New 
York City, with several offices around the US, like Philadelphia, Miami 
and so on. Marino’s designs can usually be characterised by emphasised 
materiality, texture, scale light and the constant dialogue between interi-
or and exterior. He is widely known for his residential and retail interior 
designs for the most iconic names in the fashion and art worlds. No-
table and recently completed retail projects include Ermenegildo Zegna 
flagship stores in Paris, Milan, New York, Tokyo and Shangai or Chanel 
boutiques in Paris, New York and Singapore.
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ACHILLE SALVAGNI 
Italy
Achille Salvagni Architetti has gained worldwide recognition for his 
award winning luxury residences and superyachts. 
With a couturier’s approach to design, Salvagni places a unique spin on 
elegance by infusing the decorative grandeur of the Roman Empire into 
wholly distinctive, innovative contemporary forms. His work has been 
published all over the world and he holds several international prizes.
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JAMES DAWSON  
Australia
James Dawson is described as the ‘dark horse’ of the interior design 
industry as he continues to create unique, sophisticated and luxurious 
spaces for his discerning clients. Drawing his talent from the Parisian in-
fluences, as well as the study of arts and interior architecture, James’ eye 
for all things natural and beautiful is resembled in each of his projects. 
Each work is imbued with life and vision and creates a deep emotional 
chord for his clients, says James.

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



FG STIJL 
Netherlands
For FG Stijl , designing for people was a seedling idea from which sprung countless three-dimensional experiences. And now, 
more than a decade later, it is the expression of their interior design projects.
The growth of FG Stijl as a full-service interior design raised as an agency commissioned to work on major hotel brands, 
such as Hyatt, Mandarin Oriental, Sheraton, and Jumeirah. 
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DRAKE DESIGN ASSOCIATES
USA
Drake / Anderson, a dynamic new design partnership, emerges from the 
union of two powerful aesthetic voices: Drake Design Associates, one 
of the most recognised names in the field today, and Caleb Anderson 
Design, one of interior design’s brightest young talents.
Drake and Anderson bring a wealthy, practical experience and 
professionalism in project management, custom furniture design and 
other complementary areas to their already accomplished senses of style, 
ensuring that every aspect of each undertaking runs seamlessly.

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



FRANÇOIS CHAMPSAUR 
France
François intelligently transforms any space, considering each and every 
aspect from an architectural angle to the last detail. He creatively re-
works space, playing with light and volume, and completes the set with 
both elegant and contemporary furniture.  He has transformed luxury 
hotels and private homes using his own unique vision.
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Denis Kosutic masterfully translates modern tendencies and trends from 
fashion and design into the language of everyday life, and in doing so, 
he considers architecture as a subject of consumption – not a monument 
for eternity.  His process of planning includes the elaboration of new 
strategies, the creation of a new image and corporate identity, invention 
and establishment of codes that make people and brands feel modern.  

Michele Bonan, the internationally acclaimed architect and interior de-
signer who lives and works in Florence, has proven his exceptional skill 
of reviving historical buildings in various projects. He has also initiated 
numerous other projects which can be found all over the world in cities 
such as New York City, Miami, London, Florence and Capri. He is enticed 
by creating something special and breathing new life into the construc-
tion project.

Austria 

MICHELE BONAN 
Italy

ERIC COHLER
USA
Acclaimed for his distinctive ability to fuse classic and contemporary 
elements, Eric Cohler was dubbed the original “Mixmaster” by 
Traditional Home Magazine. They are known for designing spaces that 
look carefully composed yet are luxuriously comfortable – believing 
in putting “living” back into the living room. Cohler’s extensive 
experience in both residential and commercial interiors is seen in projects 
everywhere.

DENIS KOSUTIC NEAT
UAE
Neat Interior Design is committed to innovation in design, providing 
high-end interior design solutions. Their residential projects are focused 
on high-end luxurious interior designs that go beyond the beautiful and 
fundamentally how the clients would like to live, feel and function in 
their space. This level is for the discerning client who values luxury, 
customization and a high-level service.

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



ROCKWELL GROUP
USA
Over the past 30 years, Rockwell Group has carved out a unique role encompassing multiple ideas, design styles, 
clients and project types. Inspired by theatre, technology, and high-end craft, the firm creates a unique narrative for 
each project, ranging from restaurants, hotels, airport terminals, and hospitals, to festivals, museum exhibitions, and 
Broadway sets.
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RYAN KORBAN 
USA
Young interior designer Ryan Korban has now been challenging decor 
aesthetics for a decade, give or take.
Finding inspiration in classics like Monet and Helmet Newt, Korban’s 
design aesthetic can be described as “a mix of luxury, old-world romance 
and urban cool”. And it’s by mixing all these styles together that the 
designer has been creating “seductive, wondrous spaces”, trying to 
redefine traditional design.



Miles is a remarkable designer that turned into an advantage the fact 
that he used to work as a set designer. 
Redd studied at some of New York’s best design schools before landing 
apprenticeships with such luminaries as antique dealer John Roselli and 
decorator Bunny Williams, who educated him in the arts of the antique 
dealership, shopping and, most importantly, timeless decorating.

USA
MILES REDD 
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MARTIN BRUDNIZKI
United Kingdom
The Studio’s success rests in taking the utmost respect for a client’s 
brief and the unique character of the area or street In which the projects 
is located. All of this to ensure that the to ensure the finished product 
not only sits well within its environment but also meets the needs and 
expectations of the client. This is a winning combination which has 
translated perfectly to projects ranging from restaurants, hotels and 
private clubs.

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



To create an original work of art, Gérard Faivre imbues himself with the 
soul of each property. For him, each site is both a blank canvas and a 
source of inspiration. Depending on the place’s atmosphere, the artist 
determines the perfect layout, which he then completes with artwork, 
bespoke creations and vintage details. 

Laura Day is a New York City-based interior designer and entrepreneur, 
world traveller and veteran of TLC’s Trading Spaces. Her work has been 
featured in New York Magazine, Vogue, and Traditional Home. Known 
for mixing sophistication with classical themes, she plays with light, co-
lours and patterns in furniture to create a clean and comfortable space. 
Her style is elegant, beautiful and functional.

France

LAURA DAY 
USA

JEFF ANDREWS 
USA
Internationally celebrated interior designer Jeff Andrews creates 
sophisticated and liveable interiors for families and celebrities alike. Jeff 
is skilled at pushing creative boundaries in ways that respect and redefine 
traditional design aesthetics. His refreshing approach makes him one of 
the most sought-after interior designers in the industry.

GÉRARD FAIVRE KITZIG INTERIOR DESIGN 
Germany
Kitzig Interior Design, a business enterprise, has been successfully re-
alising interior design and architecture projects for 18 years. The core 
competence of Olaf Kitzig and his co-workers’ lies in the area of the 
Hotel industry/Catering trade as well as in the production of tailor-made 
concepts design. Kitzig Interior Design offices develop innovative space 
experiences with uniting aesthetic and technology with the modern 
claims of the guest target group
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Oliver Burns is an architectural interior designer that thoughtfully de-
signs and builds the world’s finest homes. 
From prestigious super-prime developments to luxurious residences, cre-
ating exceptional properties for discerning private and corporate clients, 
Oliver Burns has been around for less than a decade. The high-class de-
signers have already captivated audiences worldwide.

Liza Rachevskaya Interiors is a full-service design studio focusing on ex-
clusive residential and commercial interior design projects in Russia. Liza 
Rachevskaya Interiors offers high-end, timeless projects with a bold signa-
ture and, at the same time, elegant classic contemporary style. The studio 
works on classic and contemporary projects with attention to detail for 
quality craftsmanship, art and imagination.

United Kingdom

LIZA RACHEVSKAYA INTERIORS 
Russia

HIRSCH BEDNER ASSOCIATES 
USA
HBA creates the signature looks of today’s luxury brands, independent 
contemporary boutique hotels, urban resorts spas, world-class residences, 
restaurants, and casinos. Leading the hotel design industry since 1965, 
HBA remains keenly attuned to the pulse of changing industry trends 
governed by today ‘s sophisticated traveller.

OLIVER BURNS MARCH & WHITE 
United Kingdom
March & White is an international design house with studios in London 
and New York. Architecture and interior design are the starting point for 
projects that demand an extraordinary level of design. 
The firm’s creative stories of work in the luxury sector include hotels, 
restaurants, as well as private residences.

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



MARISA GALLO 
Spain
Marisa Gallo has the certification of architecture and interior design by IADE. For more than 20 years, Marisa has 
searched for something different and passionate. She has created a unique style that shows elegance and timeless de-
sign. The team is specialised in the creation of spaces of residences and commercial areas in Spain and in Latin America.
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CovetED Magazine: When you remember your first project, 
you feel?
Maria Gallo: I felt quite excited and eager to eat the world.

CM: One quality your team members must have?
Maria Gallo: Passion and Respect.

CM: The first thing that catches your eye when you enter into a 
room (empty or not)? 
Maria Gallo: Walls and windows.

CM: What does your home say about you?
Maria Gallo: Simple but detailed.

CM: One moment, one person, one project that marked your career?
Maria Gallo: My first project.

CM: Do you have an idol? How do you feel being someone’s idol?
Maria Gallo: I don´t have an idol but I have to think that Pascua 
Ortega has inspired me in my career. I´m not an idol at all!

CM: How will Arts & Crafts and Advanced technology live together?
Maria Gallo: In life, there have always been contrasts which in 
the beginning were hard-to-fit, but that, in the end, we have al-
ways managed to do so. In this case, it will be the same. 

COMPLETE THE PHRASE:
I can’t work without my… Cell phone.
Blank sheet for me is… there is so much to be done.
Most inspiring Museum/ Gallery for you? Guggenheim Bilbao.
What Your Favorite Piece Of Clothing Says About You…My shoes.
When I revisit my childhood home I remember/feel ….joy and sadness.
If I wasn’t architect/ interior designer , I would be…a lawyer.
I get uninspired when/ by… La La Land. .
Less is more …or more is more?… More is more and more and more.
I get uninspired when/ by… pessimism.

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



ABBIE DE BUNSEN
United Kingdom
Enthusiastic yet deeply professional, Abbie de Bunsen delivers chic, 
refined interiors majoring in luxurious finishes, with occasional bursts 
of daring colour or modern geometrics. ‘I believe good design can 
stimulate, comfort and excite the spirit,’ she says. Abbie is justifiably 
popular among her design conscious international clientele and a whizz 
at mixing twentieth-century antiques with curated art.
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JORGE CANETE
Switzerland
Jorge CAÑETE likes the word Serendipity that means a « happy accident 
» or « pleasant surprise »; specifically, the accident of finding something 
good or useful while not specifically searching for it. The ultra-
personalized approach of his studio INTERIOR DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 
suggests creating projects that are inspired by the environment, by the 
location itself, as well as the client’s personality.

CovetED Magazine: One quality your team members must have?
Jorge Cañete: Listen to the client’s feelings.

CM: The first thing that catches your eye when you enter into a 
room (empty or not)? 
Jorge Cañete: If the room tells me a story…

CM: What does your home say about you?
Jorge Cañete: It should be a mirror reflecting your values and emotions. 

CM: How will Arts & Crafts and Advanced technology live together?  
Jorge Cañete: Yes, memories and modernity is a winning team!

COMPLETE THE PHRASE:
I can’t work without my… books.
Most inspiring Museum/ Gallery for you? Nature, a forest… 
What Your Favorite Piece Of Clothing Says About You…
A T-shirt with a text written on it. It tells the importance of words. If I 
wasn’t architect/ interior designer , I would be… a writer.
Less is more …or more is more?… Less is definitely more.
One book to impress your first date... All the books written by Christian Bobin. 
I get inspired when/ by… emotions. 

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



GWENAËL NICOLAS - CURIOSITY
Japan
Curiosity is a multidisciplinary studio based in Tokyo, created by French designer Gwenael Nicolas. The studio is 
constantly redefining the boundary of the design, from interior design to architecture and product design. Not in an 
abstract way but realistically by collaborating with a large spectrum of companies and clients, to create new prod-
ucts, develop new materials and define new design identities.  Curiosity has helped redefine the shopping experience 
through his interactive and avant-garde interiors for the likes of Louis Vuitton, Fendi, Yves Saint Laurent, and Shu 
Uemura, creating boutiques that transport consumers to the next level.
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Lori Margolis Interiors is a boutique interior design firm, based in New 
York, which specialises in creating beautiful living spaces and creative 
workspaces. With a range of capabilities, Lori Margolis Interiors 
is dedicated to giving residential and commercial clients artistic 
sophistication with an eclectic flair that is unique and unexpected.
Lori began curating vintage furnishings and home accessories in her 
boutique, her clients began to turn to her for interior design advice 
and Lori Margolis Interiors was born. In just five years, Lori Margolis 
has become known as one of New York’s most creative residential and 
commercial designers. With a distinct eclectic, sophisticated, high fashion 
artistic flair, Lori’s high-end clientele seek her out to create beautiful yet 
functional living and work spaces.

USA
LORI MARGOLIS INTERIORS
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DAVID COLLINS
United Kingdom
David Collins Studio is an interior design firm based in London in 1985. 
It collaborates with eminent brands and businesses that represent the 
best in their field and with private clients that share the obsession with 
detail, innovation and functionality.
Based in London, the studio has released projects across five continents, 
including the Wolseley, the Connaught bar and Harrods Shoes Heaven in 
London, Condé Nast’s Vogue Lounge and the Ritz – Carlton Residences 
at Mahanakhon in Bangkok, and the Delaire Graff Estate in South Africa. 
The studio has been instrumental in the store roll outs of Alexander 
McQueen, Jimmy Choo and Pret-a-Mange.
The world of David Collins studio is defined by its signature approach, 
developed and refined over the last three decades and the collective 
expertise of the team at the studio is evident in every aspect of this world 
of carefully curated luxury.

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



JOI-DESIGN 
Germany
JOI-Design is motivated by constant developments and improvements 
inside the company, from the desire to work on individual, tailor-made 
solutions with experts in material, colour, light, design and architecture. 
At the same time, though, JOI-Design incorporates developments taking 
place outside the company. JOI-Design focuses on the constantly chang-
ing needs of our society. 

CovetED Magazine: When you remember your first project, 
you feel...
Joi-Design: My very first project was passed on to me by my 
boss who thought this limited-budget boutique shop and café 
were not appropriate for his office. However, once I completed 
the design, the place became incredibly fashionable in Hamburg, 
so much so that it was on the cover of one of the first retail inte-
rior design books. Needless to say, I was very proud.

CM: One quality your team members must have? 
Joi-Design: All our team members have many qualities which 
make them invaluable to the JOI-Design family. However, if I 
was forced to pick one, it would be reliability.

CM: The first thing that catches your eye when you enter a room 
(empty or not)?
Joi-Design: Light!

CM: What does your home say about you?
Joi-Design: “Not sure if this guy is a designer or a chef”

CM: One moment, one person, one project that marked your career?
Joi-Design: There was definitely such a moment. Many years 
ago, I was a young and ambitious designer getting ready to make 
a presentation for a huge entertainment complex with three ho-
tels. Boldly and perhaps somewhat foolishly, I announced to the 
investor: “We are architects. We certainly don’t want to rebuild 
Disneyland!” It turned out that this was exactly what he wanted 
and then he proceeded to admonish my work as “square architec-
tural sh*t!” 
Since then, I have been very careful to keep my personal taste 
separate from my professional style.

CM: Do you have an idol? How do you feel being someone’s idol?
Joi-Design: I certainly admire some architects and designers 
more than others, but I would never describe anyone as my idol 
for the same reason I never want to be anyone’s idol: I strong-
ly believe everyone should follow their own path. This becomes 
very difficult if you believe one person’s way of being is better 
than anyone else’s.

CM: How will Arts & Crafts and Advanced technology live together?
Joi-Design: It has become universally accepted that the value of 
an object lies in its quality – that is to say, how and with what it 
is made. Some structural items may only be able to be produced 
via 3D printing, whilst others need to be crafted by hand, or they 
call for a combination of both techniques. On the other hand, so 
much in our daily lives depends on the efficiency of mass produc-
tion – even luxury cars are made in this way, granted with some 
extra elements of craft and design.
The synergy between the two is difficult to judge but I believe 
that something produced by hand will always hold great value. 

COMPLETE THE PHRASE:
I can’t work without my… Team.
Blank sheet for me is… great empty space, which fills up too fast.
Most inspiring Museum/ Gallery for you? Getty Center Los Angeles – 
so much more than just a museum. 
What Your Favorite Piece Of Clothing Says About You…It might have 
been stolen from James Stirling… or it could be third-hand?
When I revisit my childhood home I remember/feel ….like I’ve slipped 
into a warm, familiar and beautiful dream.
If I wasn’t architect/ interior designer , I would be…chef, explorer, sci-
entist, woodworker, artist/art collector, and many other things.
The Oscar for the best Scenario in a movie goes to… 
My Oscar goes to “Nature”
Less is more …or more is more?… It depends.
One book to impress your first date… I would prefer to ask than answer 
as I’m afraid I might not impress someone with my choice; I’m just as 
likely to say “Asterix and Obelix” as any of the books in my library at 
home.
I get uninspired… when a client, or their partner, wants to be the interior 
designer. 
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ROBERT COUTURIER 
USA
The New York-based Couturier maintains his place at the top of his 
profession, continuing to execute grand-scale commissions in the 
U.S., Europe, South America, and Russia. Couturier has contributed 
to major architecture and design books. His work has been featured in 
such publications as Architectural Digest, Vogue, Vanity Fair, Town and 
Country, the New York Times, Conde Nast Traveler, House and Garden, 
the Robb Report, and Elle décor.

Extreme luxury tempered by a restrained, purist sensitivity defines the 
“Made in France” signature of interior designer Pierre Yovanovitch, whose 
projects stand out for their refined sense of architectural scale over os-
tentation and fickle design trends. A true sense of strength and sobriety 
characterises a Pierre Yovanovitch interior, achieved through a masterful 
interplay of harmonious volumes and strict lines softened by lighting and 
authentic materials.

PIERRE YOVANOVITCH 
France

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //

TARA BERNERD 
United Kingdom
Tara Bernerd is the founder of the established interior architectural 
practice, Tara Bernerd & Partners. Working with an executive team of 
highly experienced architects and designers based out of the London 
Headquarters in Belgravia the focus for Bernerd is on the relevance of 
creative direction and interior design.

Wilmotte & Associés is a multi-disciplinary architecture firm given the 
fact that it takes on an impressive range and scale of projects from large 
plants, stadiums, service sector programmes, high-rise buildings, hospitals, 
residential properties, wine stores, hotels, theatres, museums, congress 
centres, and shopping malls to private residences.

France
WILMOTTE & ASSOCIÉS



MASQUESPACIO
Spain
Masquespacio is an award-winning creative consultancy created in 2010 by Ana Milena Hernández Palacios and Chris-
tophe Penasse. Combining the two disciplines of their founders, interior design and marketing, the Spanish design 
agency creates branding and interior projects through a unique approach that results in fresh and innovative concepts 
rewarded with a continued international recognition by media specialised in design, fashion and lifestyle trends. They 
have worked on projects in several countries like Norway, USA, Germany and Spain.
Ana Milena Hernández is the founder and creative director of Masquespacio. She is passionate about design and every-
thing that has to do with it. For her design is much more than an employment, it’s a lifestyle.
Christophe Penasse is co-founder and actually marketing director of Masquespacio. As a marketer he loves creating new 
concepts for his clients, giving greater importance to the design and identity of each brand
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CovetED Magazine: When you remember your first project, 
you feel?
Masquespacio: Our first project was a house in Valencia. It was 
a great experience, because we hadn’t any experience, but the big 
issue was that it took almost a year to finish only the decoration 
part. On the other hand, we felt that we couldn’t be creative 
enough,  since designing houses requires decorating a personal 
space of its residents. That’s why we decided to focus on the con-
tract and retail market after it. Today, the client is a really close 
friend of us, for which we designed several projects like the 2Day 
Languages school and the Lexington Avenue Image Agency.  

CM: One quality your team members must have?
Masquespacio: Passion for what they do!

CM: The first thing that catches your eye when you enter into a 
room (empty or not)? 
Masquespacio: Its overall design concept and the details of it.

CM: What does your home say about you?
Masquespacio: That we work too much and should take some 
time to make it a nice space.

CM: One moment, one person, one project that marked your career?
Masquespacio: There are especially 3 people that did it. The one 
mentioned before, because he gave us an opportunity without 
having experience and without any portfolio. The other one is a 
couple,  José Miguel and Nuria, that gave us the opportunity to 
design their restaurant Nozomi Sushi Bar. One of our most sig-
nificant projects till today. 

COMPLETE THE PHRASE:
I can’t work without my… Music.
Blank sheet for me is… … The beginning of a new story. 
Most inspiring Museum/ Gallery for you? Until today the Guggenheim 
in Bilbao, Spain.
What Your Favorite Piece Of Clothing Says About You…Maybe, that 
we are creative and versatile. 
When I revisit my childhood home I remember/feel ….
Ana:The moments when I helped my mother with event decoration.
Chris: The fact that I always tried to combine my passion for something 
(in that period music) with making a job of it.
If I wasn’t architect/ interior designer , I would be…
Ana: Fashion designer
Chris: Something related to music for sure, but not a musician.
I get uninspired when/ by… Wes Anderson.
Less is more …or more is more?… Depending on the concept, both can work.
I get uninspired when/ by… By a tv.

CM: Do you have an idol? How do you feel being someone’s idol?
Masquespacio: I  6. Do you have an idol? How do you feel being 
someone’s idol?
We don’t have idols but feel really inspired by other creatives. 
Actually, we are a big fan of India Mahdavi and Neri&Hu’s work

CM: How will Arts & Crafts and Advanced technology live together?
Masquespacio:  Technology at this moment isn’t the main focus 
in our projects. We are more craft than technology, although on 
the operation part of a business it is prior.  

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



Chzon is a global design agency founded in 2009 by Dorothee Meilichzon, 
specialising in hospitality design. The design studio has worked on over 
thirty projects in Paris, London, Ibiza, Monaco and New York, exploring 
different fields from interior architecture to the design of furniture 
and graphic elements. Hotel Paradis in Paris, Compagnie des Vins Bar 
in New York City and Experimental Beach Restaurant in Ibiza are just 
some examples of their emblematic projects. The designer launched her 
Chzon agency in 2009, establishing a name for herself with restaurant 
and bar projects such as Mojo in Paris and Experimental Cocktail Clubs 
in London and New York. Meilichzon’s intentions for her interiors have 
more to do with ambience than subscribing to styles or trends.

France
CHZON
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CONSORT DESIGN 
USA
Founded by Mat Sanders and Brandon Quattrone, Consort is an 
innovative home decor concept launched by Mat Sanders and Brandon 
Quattrone. They offer a fresh take on comfortable, cool home design 
through their brick and mortar locations, which feature interior design 
services, a shoppable showroom. They bring a cutting edge classic look 
to consumers who enjoy a trend-driven lifestyle. They seek to fill a white 
space in the decor market, offering fashionably edgy home goods with a 
heightened sense of style. The interior design firm has been the subject 
for talking of Tinsel Town, having done interiors for several celebrities. An 
uber cool design duo with seasoned backgrounds in design, architecture 
and media, their talents have touched the homes of celebrities and cool 
kids alike in Los Angeles, New York and Telluride.

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



STEVEN VOLPE
USA
Steven Volpe approach projects with a spirit of collaboration with their clients, interpreting their dreams and ideas into 
something real and liveable. They strive to constantly infuse their design process with new elements informed by their 
travels, study and the ever-changing world around us. Their artisans and craftsmen, extensive resources and continual 
foraging all play an integral role in developing each project. The results are as unique and inspired projects. 
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PEPE LEAL 
Spain
The interior designer Pepe Leal (Spain) has entered into the decoration 
and interior design world when he was studying fashion. It was then 
that he has discovered his passion. In love with materials and finishes, 
Pepe Leal has a unique and casual style because he is an art lover.
The interior designer Pepe Leal came by chance to the world of decora-
tion, after studying art history and working in the world of fashion, he 
discovered what his passion is today. In love with the colour and natural 
materials, Pepe Leal has a very casual style in which is perceived the con-
tinuous change of trends. We accompany this lover of art and antiques 
to his shop in which he shows us some of the elements that compose it.

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //
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ESCAPEFROMSOFA 
Turkey
Escapefromsofa is a design studio established in Istanbul in 2009. 
Catering to various design needs and disciplines like product design, 
interior design, concept design, 3d visualisation and graphic design. 
Escapefromsofa creates high profile solutions by nurturing the contextual 
and contemporary values of their demographics. Escapefromsofa strives 
to create rich experiences for their clients and their market with their 
humble approach towards design, taking into account the nuisances and 
disparities in our everyday lives. They believe in simplicity and worship 
the details, working with new and emerging materials and technologies.
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CovetED Magazine: One quality your team members must have?
Escapefromsofa: Passion and desire of creating are the must-
have that we are looking for. Without passion and desire, I do not 
think that a designer will exist. 

CM: The first thing that catches your eye when you enter into a 
room (empty or not)? 
Escapefromsofa: In our belief, the space consists of three main 
elements; floor, walls and ceiling. Whenever I get into a new 
space, I look for the harmony of those three elements. 

CM: What does your home say about you?
Escapefromsofa: Everybody says chaos but I call it home :)

CM: How will Arts & Crafts and Advanced technology live together?
Escapefromsofa:  Technology is one of the biggest creation and 
the most valuable tool of the modern mankind, but without the 
talented eyes and hands, it is useless. A designer should have the 
passion and the desire of creating and all those emotions come 
from the bottom of our hearts. If we manage to merge those 
emotions with technology, I believe that we’ll become more ac-
curate and we can have more chance to reach the perfect design.
In one way or another, emerging technology should definitely 
meet with Arts & Crafts as well as it meets with technology. 

COMPLETE THE PHRASE:
I can’t work without my… laptop.
Blank sheet for me is…a new adventure.
Most inspiring Museum/ Gallery for you? Tate Modern and 
Whitney Museum.
What Your Favorite Piece Of Clothing Says About You…Neat.
When I revisit my childhood home I remember/feel ….cosy.
If I wasn’t architect/ interior designer , I would be…an engineer.
Less is more …or more is more?… or more is more?
One book to impress your first date…Twenty Thousand Leagues 
Under The Sea.
I get uninspired when/ by… by noise pollution

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



MARTYN LAWRENCE BULLARD DESIGN 
USA
Martyn Lawrence Bullard is a multi-award-winning Los Angeles-based interior designer renowned for his broad range 
of styles and eclectic, yet sophisticated and inviting interiors. Martyn’s impressive mastery of a broad range of styles, 
paired with his unrivalled attention to detail and commitment to quality has earned him significant international 
acclaim. In addition to his design studio, Martyn has created an eponymous collection of indoor and outdoor fabrics, 
wallpaper, furniture, and home accessories available through his firm.
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TSAO –MCKOWN
USA
Partners Calvin Tsao and Zack McKown have adapted their sensuous 
vision of modernism to projects of vastly different types and scales, always 
with an emphasis on materials’ emotional as well as aesthetic qualities. 
“Our inspiration resides not in the grandiose and the monumental but in 
larger existential questions, and in focused observations of the sensual, 
the tactile, the unexpected”, they say. 

Robert Stilin is known for effortlessly combining crisp, clean architecture 
with custom upholstery, antique and vintage furniture and modern and 
contemporary art to create casually elegant homes that are warm, com-
fortable and very livable. Current projects include a duplex penthouse on 
Fifth Avenue, a modernist beach house in Sagaponack, and a family apart-
ment on Park Avenue

ROBERT STILIN 
USA

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //

PIERRE-YVES ROCHON
France
Pierre–Yves Rochon creates interior design solutions for luxury hospi-
tality environments. The firm aims to enhance each aspect of the guest 
experience.  The firm’s design achievements have consistently delivered 
award-winning results for many of the world’s major international hospi-
tality brands, such as Four Seasons Hotels & Resorts, Ritz-Carlton Hotels 
& Resorts and InterContinental Hotels.

Studio of Stanislav Orekhov was founded in 2002. Studio realises projects 
of residential and commercial real estates and works with both private and 
corporate clients all over the world. The studio’s mission is to organise and 
share knowledge about the design. Moreover to collect knowledge they 
work with the clients and projects, helping to draw the concept of the 
house and bring it to life.

Russia 
STANISLAV OREKHOV



Eric Custer’s ability to strike the perfect balance between classical and 
modern has won him a place on the list of top international interior 
designers. He began his career in 1989 as the Creative and Commercial 
Director at Chivasso, the Dutch textile manufacturer. His perfect feel for 
colour and natural tones was quickly spotted by other style connoisseurs, 
and this enabled him quite soon to open his first shop in the fashionable 
town of Laren on Holland’s ‘Gold Coast’. His portfolio includes villas and 
penthouses in Marbella, Dubai, Berlin, Moscow and Bali. It is, therefore, 
no surprise to find among his VIP clientele such well-known footballers 
as Dutch legends Ruud Gullit and Ronald Koeman.

Netherlands
ERIC KUSTER 
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FERRIS RAFAULI 
Canada
Ferris Rafauli is one of Canada’s leading designers and builders of ultra-
luxury estate homes and lifestyle creations. For more than a decade, 
his name has been synonymous with iconic designs and precision 
construction of some of the most notable and luxurious estate homes 
in the country. He is best known for seamlessly integrating timeless 
architecture and sumptuous interior designs in each estate home that 
he designs and builds with a masterful attention to detail. For each of 
his homes, Ferris Rafauli designed the architecture, landscaping, interior 
designs and the fine furnishing. Each of these elements is then seamlessly 
built with the highest level of quality and attention, resulting in the 
ultimate in luxury living

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



RAFAEL DE CÁRDENAS 
USA
Rafael de Cárdenas/ Architecture at Large is a seasoned resource for 
design vision and execution with wide-ranging projects in architecture, 
residential and commercial interiors, temporary spaces, furniture, and 
integrated objects.
 “We sample from music, art, fashion, and contemporary culture,” 
Cárdenas says. His approach, however, balances nostalgia and edginess. 
“We take diligent note of the past while daydreaming about the future,” 
he explains. In addition to crafting urban residences for the likes of 
model Jessica Stam and actress Parker Posey, Cárdenas is best known 
for his imaginative retail spaces, among the latest being Baccarat’s 
new Manhattan flagship and a forthcoming department store in St. 
Petersburg, Russia. 
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MARK CUNNINGHAM
USA
Mark Cunningham is renowned for his singular interior compositions. 
Incorporating found pieces of both high and low provenance, furniture 
(often of his design), and fine artwork, each of Mark’s projects is 
completely unique.  Each is an individual expression of his clients’ lives 
and lifestyles.  Mark Cunningham Inc. has worked on a wide range of 
diverse projects on every scale, from residential interiors to hotel design 
as well as architectural consultation and retail concepts.

René Dekker Design it’s an internationally acclaimed designer for provid-
ing the ultimate luxury brand. 
His work transcends the ordinary and rewards with opulence and glam-
our. With a skills base and expertise that cover the spectrum of design, 
development and deliverability, they can create spaces that embody pure 
luxury. His uncompromising art of style has been at the forefront of luxu-
ry interior design for years.

RENÉ DEKKER DESIGN 
United Kingdom

STEVEN GAMBREL 
USA
Steven Gambrel founded S.R. Gambrel, Inc. only three years after earn-
ing a degree in architecture from the University of Virginia. Steven is rec-
ognised for his endless dedication to creating customised interiors and ar-
chitectural. Whether he is designing a polished uptown duplex, a rambling 
country house, or a weekend beach retreat, he serves the needs of each 
client with his passion for timeless and comfortable homes.

Born in Colombia, Richard Mishaan began his career by apprenticing in 
the offices of Philip Johnson. “The Mishaan touch, stylistically, is an ex-
pansive one, which is not surprising—he himself is an expansive person. 
His combined knowledge of fashion, architecture, and interior design, plus 
his cultural roots, give him a deep understanding of luxury and quality” 
Pamela Fiori, Editor-in-Chief, Town & Country.

USA
RICHARD MISHAAN 

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



RAMY FISCHLER
France
Ramy Fischler is a Belgian designer based in Paris, with an eclectic creative practice. After graduating from the École 
Nationale supérieure de création Industrielle ENSCI-Les Ateliers, he joined Patrick Jouin’s agency in 2001. They worked 
together for almost ten years, during which time Ramy Fischler honed his taste for research, innovation and exploring 
new territories in design, taking the helm on numerous projects in the cultural, gastronomic and conceptual design 
spheres. The designer’s artistic approach reveals his dual outlook on his environment which is directed both inwards 
— as a participant, a user, an actor — and outwards — as a critical observer of what seems to be, or could become the 
central design concern. 
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MATHIEU LEHANNEUR
France
Mathieu Lehanneur has been juggling the contradictions for 10 years in 
order to realise a design that is constantly pushing its limits and attracts 
the attention of prestigious clients around the globe. Lehanneur is the 
creator of iconic objects that summarise an era, a place or a brand. 
Mathieu Lehanneur bridges problems and solutions with innovative 
product designs, which are more often informed by science and technol-
ogy than formal design history. The objects are not just functional; they 
perform. Lehanneur addresses 21st-century concerns with an evolved 
sensibility — responsive noise-mitigating rovers, pods for recuperating 
lost sleep, a stereo for rekindling passion, meditative blue-sky windows 
— all built upon the body’s natural responses.

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //



AvroKO has established a new paradigm in the industry, encompassing 
a multitude of disciplines and creating thoughtful, provocative 
architecture, brands, products, and environments. Since its launch, 
AvroKO has earned a reputation as one of the most innovative design 
firms in the field, due in large part to the group’s self-styled storytelling, 
integrated design process and focus on creating transformative 
experiences. Architecture and interior design lie at the heart of the 
firm. Avroko built a reputation for concept-driven spaces that resonate 
with guests because every element relates to a central narrative. AHG 
works with some of the world’s most visionary restaurateurs, Chefs, 
Mixologists, Sommeliers, Spirits, Beer and Wine Brands, Real Estate 
Developers and Brokers, Hotel and Resort Developers and Operators.

USA
AVROKO 
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JAIME HAYON
Spain
Spanish artist-designer was born in Madrid in 1974. As a teenager, he 
submerged himself in skateboard culture and graffiti art, the foundation 
of the detailed, bold-yet-whimsical imagery so imminent in his work 
today. After studying industrial design in Madrid and Paris, he joined 
Fabrica in 1997, the Benetton-funded design and communication 
academy, working closely with the legendary image-maker and agitator 
Oliviero Toscani. In a short time, he was promoted from student to head 
of their Design Department. Eight years later, Jaime broke out on his 
own, first with his collections of designer toys, ceramics and furniture, 
later followed by interior design and installations. Jaime Hayon has 
created the FAVN™ sofa for Fritz Hansen. It is designed with great 
attention to detail and consist of very few elements. Creating FAVN has 
been an experimental dialogue. 

TOP 100 INTERIOR DESIGNERS //
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Cosmic porcelain astronaut vase

Jacobsen side table 
by Essential Home

Horamur clock
by Bosa

Middle finger music box 
by Seletti

Novecento marble lamp
by Davide g Aquini

Londona Apartment by Estudio Teresa Sapey
photo: asier rua
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Petrantoni Phrenology
by Seletti

Lamp Signe
by Seletti

Londona Apartment by Estudio Teresa Sapey
photo: asier rua

Fornasetti plate

MOODBOARDS //
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Ardara console 
by Brabbu

Guggenheim chandelier
by Luxxu

Henri cleinge Architecte Crew offices and cafe 
Montreal, Canada 

Henri cleinge Architecte Crew offices and cafe 
Montreal, Canada 

Classic legs 
by  Kelly Wearstler

l objet dolphin bowl white.
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Henri cleinge Architecte Crew offices and cafe 
Montreal, Canada 

l objet dolphin bowl white.

Snake gold by L’objet

Hayon original 
Horse head

MOODBOARDS //

Filigree mirror 
by Boca do Lobo
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Glass Backboards 
by Victor Solomon’s

LEnvol de Cartier
Fragrance top view

Laurent Craste

Parrot parade by lladro

Brooks England,
Piccadilly Leather Backpack
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Brooks England,
Piccadilly Leather Backpack

MOODBOARDS //

Monocle scent three come des 
garcons, parfums

Rolito by lladro 

Hasselblad camera

Kubus bowl by Lassen

Matte black Mercedes 

Vingette Moodboard
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Designed by
Lyons Kelly Ireland

Vermelha chair 
by Campana Brothers

The Re-inventing shoes project
by United Nue

Coral
by L’Objet

Givenchy fall 2017
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MOODBOARDS //

Dior Spring Summer 2017

Chair and table 
by Seletti

Sinatra suspension lamp
by Delightfull
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Mellow collection

Rihanna pink sneaker
by Puma fenty

Head 
by Kelly Wearstler

Dual Chair by Zetteler Structure, 
Photo Siren Laudal

Hans-Agne Jakobsson
Sweden, 1960’s, Ceiling light

Optical memory 
pink Pillow

lipstick print porcelain dinner plate
by Seletti

Gucci Fall 2016
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MOODBOARDS //

Dom Perignon balloon venus
by Jeff Koons

Soffio lamp
by Margaux Keller

Vondon Voxek sketch
by Karim Rshid

Gucci Fall 2016
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Dolce and Gabbana and Smeg 
Eurocucina Yellowtrace 

Vase
by Lukas Wegwerth

Jimmy Choo

Hyperrealistic Portraits
by Mike Dargas

Jean Apartement designed by
Christophe Suzanne
photos by Didier Delmas for 
Marie Claire Maison.

What a racket collection by
Danielle Clough

Laurent Craste
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Jimmy Choo

MOODBOARDS //

Schlumberger bracelets 
from tiffany’s & Co

Credenza by Patricia Urquiola 
and Federico Pepe

Laurent Craste

Ninaricci pre fall 2017

Ceramic Ring Holder, 
from Baba Souk
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Scooter by Vespa

Duck Elephant Multivase, 
Jaime Hayon by Bosa

Cindy table lamp
by Kartell

Carrot brooch
by Markin

Otway Square Footstool
by Arlo & Jacob
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MOODBOARDS //

Silver crane Blechdose 
Retro Radio

Victoria Beckham 
Spring/Summer 2017

Grasshopper Floor Lamp 
by Greta Grossman

Andes Armchair
by Brabbu

Apartment 
by Dimore Studio
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